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Let f be a C2 function on a C2 Banach manifold. A critical point x off is 
said to be weakly nondegenerate if there exists a neighborhood 7J of x and 
a hyperbolic linear isomorphism L, : T,(M) --, T,(M) such that in the coor- 
dinate system of U, df,+,(Lp) > 0 if v # 0. L, defines an index invariantly, 
and it is shown that this is an extension of the usual definition of nondegeneracy 
and index. It is shown that this weaker nondegeneracy can be used in place of 
the stronger nondegeneracy conditions in Morse theory. In addition, sufficient 
conditions for the critical points of variational problems to be weakly non- 
degenerate are given. 
Both Morse theory on Hilbert manifolds, developed by Palais 
and Smale [3, 51, and the Luisternik-Schnirelman theory on Banach 
manifolds due to Palais [2] are several years old. In an unpublished 
article [6], S. Smale conjectured that Morse theory can be extended 
to Banach manifolds. The difficulty in extending the previous methods 
is in showing the existence of a vector field which is to be transverse 
to a handle near a critical point. We avoid this problem by assuming 
the existence of a gradient-like vector field near critical points. This 
weak nondegeneracy is not a condition which can be easily verified 
geometrically nor is it necessarily independent of coordinate choice as 
we define it, but there are natural ways to construct such fields in 
calculus of variations problems. We are able to obtain a handle-body 
decomposition of a complete C2 Finsler manifold with C2 partitions of 
unity which corresponds to a C2 function, if this function satisfies 
condition C and has weakly nondegenerate critical points. It is also 
shown that this theory applies to many calculus of variations problems. 
The question of the genericity of nondegenerate critical points for 
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integrals in the calculus of variations has been considered elsewhere 
by the author [8]. 
This leaves many geometrical questions which do not arise in the 
applications in function spaces. Weak nondegeneracy can probably 
be defined independently of coordinate charts. The requirement of C2 
partitions of unity may be unnecessarily strong, although this is a 
moot point as most interesting functions which satisfy condition (C) 
occur on manifolds modelled on Sobolev spaces. Since x2 - y” has 
a weakly nondegenerate critical point at 0, the Morse lemma is not true, 
but one can still ask what the Cl equivalence classes of weakly non- 
degenerate critical points are. Finally, the proper definition of a 
weakly nondegenerate critical manifold and the extension of the Morse 
theory to include this case are still to be made. 
This article is in five sections. At first we reiterate some useful 
known theorems and lemmas. In Section 2 we state a nondegeneracy 
condition and define the index. In Section 3 the main result, 
Theorem 3.1, is proved, and in Section 4 a simple application is 
explained. Finally, in Section 5 we give general conditions on integrals 
which imply nondegeneracy. 
I wish to thank R. S. Palais for many helpful suggestions and 
J. Franks for his help with hyperbolic maps. A. J. Tromba has been 
working on similiar results with a different nondegeneracy condition. 
1. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
We assume throughout this paper that M is a C2 manifold and f is 
a C2 function, and the model spaces of M are separable and have a 
norm which is twice differentiable away from zero, which implies the 
unit sphere on M also has a differentiable structure. We assume also 
that M has a complete Finsler structure 11 11 and K = critical set of M. 
DEFINITION 1.1. f satisfies condition (C) of Palais and Smale 
with respect to the given Finsler structure 11 11, if any set on whichf 
is bounded and 11 df II is not bounded away from zero has a critical 
point in its closure. 
(1.2) A vector field $ defined on M - K is a pseudo-gradient 
field for f if II # II < 211 df II and II df * # II 2 II df 11’. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Palais [2, Section 41). Let M be a C2 Fin&r 
manifold with Cl partitions of unity and f a differentiable function. 
Then there exists a Cl pseudo-gradient jield for f. 
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The main result of Luisternik-Schnirelman theory is the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Palais). Let f be a C2 reaLvalued function on a 
complete C2 Fin&r manifold which satisjies condition (C). If there are no 
critical values in the interval [a, b], then f-l(c), a < c < b is a Cl 
manifold and there exists a Cl diffeomorphism F,
F : (f-‘(c) x [a, b]) if-l[u, b] 
such that f o F(v, d) = d. 
The following theorem is the main technical tool used in the proofs. 
It follows from the implicit function theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let M be an open C2 manifold, 1,4 anonzero dzfl~ential 
vector field, and X and Y dzgerentiable submanifolds of codimension 1. 
If the vector Jield $ is transverse to both X and Y, and ;f T(X) = 
(min t E (0, a) ] al(x) E Y} exists for all x E X, where ut(x) are the 
solution curves of +, then the map x -+ u7cz)(x) is a Cl dz#eomorphi.rm 
from X into an open subset of Y. 
2. WEAK NONDEGENERACY CONDITION FOR CRITICAL POINTS 
We shall call a linear isomorphism L on a Banach space B hyperbolic 
as a vector field, if its spectrum is bounded away from the imaginary 
axis. This is equivalent to the condition that eL has zero as a hyperbolic 
fixed point. In this case B N B, @ B- where both B, and B- are 
invariant under L, and the spectrum of L on B, lies in the right half 
plane and that of B- lies in the left half plane. Then there exists 
c > 0 and K > 1 such that I(eL)NV+ 1 > ckNI V+ 1 for V+ E B, and 
](e-L)NV- 1 > ckNl I’- 1 for V- E B- and N > 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f he a Cl function on a C2 manifold M 
modeled on a separable Banach space. We say a critical point x off is 
weakly nondegenerate if there exists an open C2 coordinate patch U 
around x and a hyperbolic linear isomorphism L: T,(M) + T,(M) 
such that in the coordinate system U, df,+,(Lu) > 0 for u # 0. The 
dimension of the negative subspace B- of L is defined as the index off 
at x. If the index off is infinite, we require a uniformity condition 
which is automatically satisfied if the index is finite. 
dfi+uW > PO 11 I) for u#O (2.la) 
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in the negative subspace of L, where p : Rf --f Rf is a continuous 
function. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L: B -+ B be a hyperbolic map with B- and B, 
the negative and positive invariant subspaces. Then there exists a norm for 
B such that 1 v- @ v+ 1 = 1 v-1 + Iv+1 for v-EB- and v+EB+ 
and an E > 0 such that 
and 
1 eLtv+ I > (1 + et) j v+ 1 for all t > 0 
1 eLtv- 1 > (1 + et) 1 v- / for all t < 0. 
Proof. From the definition of L, we know B = B, @ B-; so we 
can define 1 v+ + v- 1 = 1 v+ 1 + [ v- j if we have a norm defined 
properly on B, and B- . eL is expanding on B,; so for any norm II 11 
on B, there exists E > 0 and K > 1 such that II eLNv+ 11 > EKN[~ v+ II 
for all vf E B, . Choose EkN = X > 1 and define 
1 v+ / = jr\] eLb+ 11 dt. 
This is a norm with the same smoothness properties as II 11 on B, . 
1 e‘$+ 1 = 
I y” 11 eLtv+ 11 dt > I v+ I + j: Il(eL)N(eLtv’J - II eLtv+ 11 dt 
2 I v+ I + (A - 1) j: II e‘“v’II dt > (1 + (h - 1) Ert ) I V+ I. , 0 
To prove that the index is well defined, we assume that there are 
two neighborhoods U and u’ of the critical point x E M and two 
hyperbolic maps L and L’ on B = T,(M) such that df,,,Lu > 0 for 
u # 0, u E U and df%*L’u > 0 for u # 0, u E U’. The linear structure 
of U and u’ may differ. We regard the invariant subspaces B- and B, 
of L and B-’ and B,’ of L’ as locally imbedded submanifolds in M, 
and we denote spheres in these spaces by S- , S, , S-’ and S,‘, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 2.3. The index of a weakly non&generate critical point 
is well dejned. 
Proof. Assume that there are two definitions of the index off at x, 
by L on U and L’ on u’. We suppose, then, that dim B-’ > dim B- = 
12 < 00. 
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Let 0 be any open set containing the critical point X, 0 c U n U’, 
and F =f-l(-~,f(~)) n 0 isanopensetinO.In U, B,nF= o 
since f has a strict minimum at x on B, . S- C B- - (0) n 0 C F if 
the radius of the sphere S- in B- is small enough. When we project 
F onto B- using the splitting F C B = B, @ B- , zero is not in the 
image. It follows that S- (which is a sphere in a finite dimensional 
space) is not homotopic to a point in F C 0. 
Now, we may choose 0 so that F is homotopic to S-‘, which is a 
clear contradiction, since S- C F x S’ is homotopic to zero because 
dim S- < dim S-‘. Assume in the norm from the linear structure 
in u’ that 1 df 1 is bounded in u’, and choose a sphere in B-‘, 
S-’ C U’ n U, and a small open ball D,’ C B+‘, such thatf(y) <f(x) 
for y E D,’ x B-’ C U n U’. This can be done, because, according 
to the uniformity condition, max,,,-,f(x) - f(y) = -•E -c 0. 
0 = {y E U n u’ 1 an integral curve of L’ through y lying completely 
in U n U’ approaches 0 or passes through S-’ x D+‘} u {0} is an 
open set containing 0, and the vector fieldL’ can be used to construct a 
retraction off -‘(- co, f (2)) n U n U’ = F onto S-’ x D,‘. 
The next two properties are direct consequences of the definition. 
(2.4) Weakly nondegenerate points are isolated, since by definition 
df, cannot be zero in a deleted neighborhood of the critical point. 
Consequently, if f satisfies condition (C) on a complete Cl Finsler 
manifold, there are only a finite number of weakly nondegenerate 
critical points inf-l[a, b] [2]. 
(2.5) If f is a nondegenerate critical point of a C2 Hilbert manifold, 
then f is a weakly nondegenerate critical point and the definition of 
index given in (2.1) agrees with the usual definition. 
Recall that the Hessian at a critical point x of a function f on a 
Hilbert manifold is the symmetric bilinear form 
d2f, : T,(M) x T,(M)-+ R. 
If this bilinear form is nondegenerate critical point, then x is a non- 
degenerate critical point. LetL be a symmetric linear map,!,: T%(M) -+ 
T,(M) such that (d2f,u,Lu) = (u, u). Then for 1 u 1 sufficiently small, 
which proves x is also weakly nondegenerate. 
In the more general case of M a Banach manifold, we can still define 
the Hessian of a C2 function on M at a critical point x as the symmetric 
bilinear form d2f,: T,(M) x T,(M) + R, however it is no longer 
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reasonable to assume that this is a nondegenerate form. (Among other 
results of this assumption is the fact that T,(M) is isomorphic to 
T,*(M).) Smale [6] h as suggested the nondegeneracy assumption that 
d2fz: T,(M) -+ T,*(M) has no kernel, and that the index should be 
max of dim V over {V C T,(M) a linear subspace d2fz(q v) < 0 
for all 2, fi 0, ZI E V’j. It is not known whether this condition of non- 
degeneracy is sufficient for Morse theory. However, we can show that 
when both nondegeneracy conditions hold, the two definitions of 
index are the same. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let f be a C2 function on a C2 manifold, and let x 
be a weakly non-degenerate critical point. Suppose, also, that 
d2f,: T,(M) -+ T,*(M) has no kernel. Then the index off at x is the 
dimension of the maximum subspaces on which d2f, is a negative dejnite 
bilinear form. 
Proof. We can do all computations in U, a coordinate patch of 
x = 0 on which df,Lu > 0 for u # 0, L: T,(M) + TJM) a hyper- 
bolic isomorphism. As in previous proofs, denote the negative and 
positive invariant subspaces of L by B, and B- . We let V- and V+ 
be maximal subspaces on which d2fz is definite and positive definite, 
respectively, so B = V- @ V+ . [6] If dim B- # dimV_ , either 
dim(B- n V+) > 0 or dim(B+ n V-) > 0. Due to the symmetry of 
the argument, we assume the latter. On any finite dimensional 
subspace of V- n U (in the linear structure given by U) f has 0 
as a local isolated maximum. However, if 0 # v E B+ n U, f (v) > f (0). 
Consequently, B, n V- = 0 and cannot have positive dimension. 
3. THE HANDLE-BODY DECOMPOSITION 
In this section, we construct the usual handle-body decomposition 
for a C2 function satisfying condition (C) and having only weakly 
nondegenerate critical points. The idea of the construction and proof 
is as follows: First we choose and modify a pseudo-gradient field so 
that in a neighborhood of every weakly nondegenerate critical point 
the field is the given hyperbolic linear field of the definition, but we 
do this carefully so that the new field has the same transversality 
properties and its integral curves behave as the curves of gradients. 
Now we follow Smale [5]. The Morse lemma is, of course, not true 
necessarily, so Palais’ proof [3] cannot be used. For every weakly 
nondegenerate critical point X, we set the handle along the negative 
invariant subspace of the vector field near x. For some a <f(x), the 
5Wo/4-5 
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handle will be transverse to f-‘(a) and to the modified pseudo- 
gradient, and from this transversality we construct all the isomor- 
phisms. We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1 (Handle-body decomposition). Let f be a C2 
function on a complete C2 Finsler manifold which has model spaces with C1 
partitions of unity. If f satisfies condition (C) of Palais and Smale, and 
if K = f -l[a, b] n {critical set off} C {f-‘(c) 1 a < c < b}, and all 
the critical points at the level c are weakly nondegenerate, then there 
exists a retraction 
p :f-l(-co, b] Nf-+a3, a] u h(x), 
XEK 
where for each of the jinite number of critical points x E K we add the 
handle 
- - 
h(x) CT+ D+(x) x D-(x), 
where we identayy 
h(x) n f-l(---co, a] = h(x) n j-l(a) = D+(x) x S...(x). 
Here T,(M) = B+(x) @ B-(x), dim B-(x) = index of x, S+(x) and 
S-(x) are spheres and D+(x) and D-(x) are open disks in B+(x) and B-(x), 
respectively. 
(3.2) The new part of the proof lies in the construction of the 
modified pseudo-gradient and discussion of its behavior. Let K be a 
critical set consisting only of weakly nondegenerate critical points, 
and denote by L, and U, the hyperbolic linear isomorphism and 
coordinate system for x E K given in the definition of weakly non- 
degenerate. If M is a C2 Finsler manifold with a C1 partitions of 
unity, we have both a Cr pseudo-gradient field # and C1 partitions of 
unity pz with support in U, . We define a vector field 
to) = (1 - c P&w + c Pt7mLY* 
reiK CUZK 
# is C-l and d J,z,b( y) > 0 if y $ K. 
(3.2)' 
By choosing the pz carefully, we can assume support pz n support 
py = @ for x f Y, Ildpd is bounded, W v 112/ < II v IL < 41 v IIv 
for y E support pz , and finally that the support of pz is contained in a 
bounded set {y I 6(x, y) < E in the Finsler metric}. Since the support 
of ps can be taken in any open neighborhood of x, these conditions 
are easy to fulfill. We do the rest of our computations by assuming that 
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this field # is given as described. First we have two purely technical 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. For y E support pz , we have 
c-l I Y I G I 9(Y>l G c I Y I G CT 
Proof. The inequality is true where p,(y) = 1 and on the set 
(y : a < pz( y) < l} all t erms are bounded above and below, so the 
inequality can be extended. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 1 1 be a norm for T,(M) compatible with L, = L as 
in (2.2). DeJine a real-valued function N(v+, v-) = 1 v+ 1 - 1 v- I, for 
v+ E positive invariant subspace and v- in the negative invariant 
subspace of L. G,,, = {y E U, 1 1 - pz( y) < I>. Then there exists an 
2 > 0 such that if u : [a, b] -+ G,,l is a solution curve of u’ = 4(u) 
lying in G,,, , then 
W4W - W(a)) > cl j” I 4t)l dt a 
s 
b 
> c2 a I vW4tN dt. 
Proof. Let 6 be the map from an open set about M x (01 in 
M x R such that c?(t, v) is an integral curve of # and 6(0, v) = v. 
For small t, I 6t(u(A))l < I e%(X)I < Zctl u(h)] if u(h) E G,,, , since for 
YE%> I#--L(y)1 Gc’~Y I. 
W&$4)) - N(4)) 2 W+W)) - N(+)) - tZ-c I u(X)1 
3 t(’ - 4 4)l, 
where E is a constant found in (2.2). Choose 1 < E/C 
WQ2N - W(4)) t (c - 4 j:: I 4t)l dt. 
LEMMA 3.5 (behavior of the integral curves of $I). Let f satisfy 
condition (c) on a complete C2 Fin&r manifold. Assume c’ < c are 
regular values, and that every critical point x E K in f -l(c’, c) is weakly 
nondegenerate, so that t,b (3.2) can be constructed. Let u: (a, b) -+ f -l(c’, c) 
be a maximal integral curve of + in the open submanifoldf -l(c’, c). Then, 
either 
(a) b < 00 and lim,,, u(t) = p Ef -l(c) or, 
(b) b = co and lim,,, u(t) = x E K. 
A similar theorem holds for a. 
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Proof. Let P(Y) = Crod39 and 
G, = {y if-Yc’, 4 1 - P(Y) < 11 = u %, . 
XEK 
If b < co and a < b’ < t < b, then 
c - f(b’) > j:, (fo 4’ dT = j:, 4h NJ(~ do 
Since Ij #(r)ll is in addition known to be bounded on G, , the curves 
u: (a, b) -+ f -l(c’, c) h ave finite length and approach a limit in f -l(c). 
See Palais [2, Theorem 3.91. 
Assume b = co. There are only a finite number of critical points 
x E K n f-l(c’, c) so that Lemma (3.4) is valid on all G,,, , 
x E K r\ f -l(c’, c) and I > 0. As before, 
c -f(b') > j;, dfom 0V+(T)) do > l/2 jn(r)EM-Gi,p II 40" do- 
The measure of {t E [b’, co) 1 U(T) E M - G,,,} is finite, since 11 df /I is 
bounded away from zero on M - Gl12 . 
Since 6(M - G, , G112) > Z/2 maxi1 dp 11 and the length of a solution 
curve in M - G,,, is finite, the curve can cross from M - G, to G1/a 
only a finite number of times. Consequently, there exists r E R and 
x E K such that for t > Y, u(t) E G,, r and N 1 U(T)) increases along U(T). 
From Lemma 3.4, lim,,, I a(t)1 = 0 in G,,, or lim,,, u(t) = x in M. 
From here on, the proof is no different from the proof for Hilbert 
spaces with nondegenerate critical points. We construct the handles: 
THEOREM 3.6 (existence of handles). Let x be a weakly non- 
degenerate critical point (2.1) of a C2 function f. Then there exists E > 0 
such that for f (x) - E < h < f(x), there exists a C2 imbedding of the 
handle h = D- x D+ 
such that 
(a) dim(D-) = index of f at x, j(0 x 0) = x and j(D-) = 
B- I? j(h) is an open set containing 0 in B-; 
(b) f-l(h) n j(h) = f -l(- oo, A] n j(h) = j(S- x D,); 
(c) The vector jield L is transverse to both j(D- x S+) and 
f-V)* 
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To finish the proof of Theorem 3.1, we observe that, due to 
Theorem 1.4 we may assume a = c - E < c < b where a handle can 
be put at each critical point intersecting f-‘(a) according to (3.5). 
Let ?V = f-‘( - co, a] u h(x). For each y E~-~(-co, b] - Y an 
integral curve o(t, X) for the vector field t,6 crosses 
(f-‘(a) - s- x D+) U D- x s, 
exactly once at T(Y) > 0. The retraction @(t, y) is given by @(t, y) = y 
for y E GV and @(t, y) = u(t/~(y)) for y ~f-l(- co, b] - V. 
4. AN EXAMPLE OF AN INTEGRAL WITH WEAKLY 
NONDEGENERATE MINIMA 
Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds, 8N = 0 and either 
aM # IZI or N compact. Ifs is a differentiable function from M to N, 
then 44 E W’,*(M), %dN)), which has a natural metric, so 
/ A(x)] is well defined. If dM # 0, we select a smooth function 
A: M + N to give values on the boundary. 
The following result is closely related to Hartman’s uniqueness 
theorem for harmonic maps [l]. 
THEOREM 4.1. For p an even integer, p > dim M, the function 
extends to a C” function on Lkp(M, N) which satisfies condition (C) when 
restricted to L&A . If, in addition, the scalar curvature of N is negative, 
in the case aM # 0 there exists a unique weakly nondegenerate minimum 
in each component of Lg,,,(M, N). In the case aM = 0, we j&d that 
the critical set on any homotopicali’y nontrivial component of Lkp(M, N) 
consists of either a unique weakly nondegenerate minimum or contains 
a circle of homotopically nontrivial maps from M onto a closed geodesic 
ol: S -+ N, where the circle of maps is obtained from a single map 
s: M + U(S) by rotation along the geodesic. 
Proof. Differentiability and condition (C) are shown by Palais [4]. 
If we can show that the additional assumption of negative curvature 
in the image space implies that every critical point is a map to a point, 
a weakly nondegenerate critical point, or a map onto a closed geodesic, 
then the validity of Morse theory gives uniqueness. We would like to 
point out that the critical set diffeomorphic to S consisting of maps 
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onto a geodesic is also a local minimum, and that the Morse theory 
should have an extension which includes the case of “weakly non- 
degenerate” critical manifolds of this type. 
We give only a sketch of the proof, since the technical details are 
unrelated to the rest of the paper. 
Let s E Lean(M, N) b e a critical point of J. We choose the coordinate 
system 
given by exp, U(X) = exp,(,) U(X), and we choose the identity for L, 
the hyperbolic linear map needed to show that s is weakly non- 
degenerate. For 0 < t < 1, we let at(x) = exp,(,) tu(x), Z+(X) = 
(d/+,(x) and V, = th e natural covariant derivative in al*T(N). In 
the coordinate system of exp, , we have 
zzz Pt , Vtut) - w~t(~)~44)1 
+ (P - 2) I d4~)l”-4PtG4 d44)21 4 dt- 
The designated inner products are in T*(M) @ af*T(N) and the 
form 
where {d\dx,) is an orthonormal basis for Z’,(M), and R is sectional 
curvature in T(N). Since the sectional curvature is negative, all the 
terms of the integral are positive. Consequently, dJ(u)u >, 0. How- 
ever, if dJ(u)u = 0 and u + 0, one can show that after a bit of 
trouble that the image of s must be either a point or a closed geodesic. 
In both cases, 8M = a, and in the first case s is homotopically 
trivial. In fact, if the image of s is a closed geodesic, u is infinitesimal 
rotation along the geodesic, and the critical set is S. 
5. INTEGRALS WITH WEAKLY NONDEGENERATE CRITICAL POINTS 
In this section we give criteria which imply that the critical points 
of certain integrals are weakly nondegenerate. If 7 is a vector bundle 
over a compact manifold M and J is an integral which is a smooth 
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function on the Hilbert space H&q), the Hessian at a critical point is 
a symmetric bilinear form on H,,-,(y). If this form is nondegenerate, 
then the critical point is nondegenerate. Now, if the integral J is 
defined on the Sobolev spaceL&,(T) for p > 2, the Hessian is naturally 
a symmetric form on Q,(q) which one cannot expect to be non- 
degenerate. Our nondegeneracy assumption is that this Hessian can be 
extended to a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on H,,,(v). For 
a particular class of integrals for which we can prove condition (C), 
this assumption will imply nondegeneracy. 
The reader is referred to Chapters 13-17 of Palais [4] for the entire 
context of the problem, since we give only the information needed to 
construct the integrals. 
If 6 and 7 are two vector bundles over a compact manifold M, 
possibly with boundary, we say a nonlinear system A: Cm(q) + Cm(f) 
is polynomial of order K and weight q if A can be written in local 
coordinates as sums of the form 
for a in Cm(q, .$), C] a(i)1 < q and 1 a(i)I < k. The variation of such 
a system at a function s is the linear system SA, from 7 to 6 defined by 
SA,~ = ljh& l/t(A(s + t$) - A(s)). 
Such a variation of a polynomial system of order k and weight q 
consists of sums of the form 
in local coordinates, where b is smooth and 1 < CL(~) < k, 0 < I/? 1 < k, 
and CI=l I &>I + I B I < q, so we shall say it is of order K and total 
weight q in both variables. 
A system is said to be elliptic if the variation at smooth functions is 
an elliptic system. The following theorem identifies the type of 
integrals in which we are interested. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let pk > dim M. Then any integral of the form 
5.1’ J(s) = 1, I As I* + ml 44 
where 
(a) A is an elliptic (over determined) system of order and weight k 
from 7 to 5, 
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(b) j 1 is a norm on 6, dp a smooth measure on M and 
(c) B is of order k - 1 and weight < pk from 7 to R, is a C[pl 
(C” forp eaen) function onL,P(v). 
J also satisfies condition (C) on subsets of L,P(rl),, which are totally 
bounded in CO(v). The form (5.1)’ is independent of the linear structure 
on 7, so if we have an integral J on L&t(E) for E a$ber bundle over M, 
which has the form (5.1)’ w h en restricted to L$,,(v) for 7 any open vector 
bundle neighborhood of E, and if J-l of (bounded sets in R) is totally 
bounded as a subset of Co(E), then J satisjies condition (C) on the Banach 
manifold L&t(E). (f is a smooth function giving the Dirichlet boundary 
values [9] .) 
We shall now be working with integrals of the form (5.1)‘. First 
we state three lemmas, all of which can be proved in a straight- 
forward manner, which will be useful in proving the main theorem. 
Lemma 5.2 is the computation of the Hessian of (5.1)‘. Lemma 5.3 
is the construction of the hyperbolic map on L;,,(T) as a tangent space, 
which is necessary to demonstrate weak nondegeneracy, and (5.4) 
is a technical inequality. 
LEMMA 5.2. If p >, 2 and J has the form (5.1)‘, the Hessian of J 
at a critical point s, H,: Lg.,(q) x Lpk,o(r]) + R is giwen by 
where 6A, is a linear elliptic (overdetermined) system of order k, PA, is 
bihnear of total order and weight k in @ and PB, is bilinear of order 
k - 1 and weight pk. The coej&&nts all depend on derivatives of s 
up through order k. 
LEMMA 5.3. Ifs is a smooth critical point of J on LX,,(T), then the 
Hessian H can be extended to u bilinear form on Hk,o(~). If 1 A, j is 
never zero on M, and zf H is a nondegenerate bilinear form on Hk,o(q) 
the map L: L$,,(q) + LfLo(d given by 
H(@,Lu) = / {I A, I”@%@, S&4 
M 
+ (P - 2) I A, I”-WW, As)(SAsu, 4) + (@, 41 dp 
= I(@, u) 
has the following properties: 
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(a) L is an isomorphism on HkS0(7) which restricts to an isomor- 
phkm on -G,,(q); 
(b) II Lu - u lILti < CII ZJ IIL,gfor u EL&,(~) and l/n - l/i + l/j > 0; 
(c) (I(u, u))l12 is a norm on H&q); 
(d) The negative subspace of L is $nite dimensional. 
LEMMA 5.4. For x,y E Rn, j x Ip--2x - / y j”-zy, x - y) > cl x - y 1~. 
If 1 x 1 > E there exists a positive N dependent on E such that 
(I x jP-2x - 1 y IP-2y, x - y) > NI x - y j2. 
THEOREM. 5.5. Let J: L:,,(T) -+ R be of theform (5.1)’ and assume that 
s E Li,,(q) is a critical point of J which is also in Ckfa(q) for some 01 > 0, 
and I A, 1 # 0. Assume also that the extension H of the Hessian at s to 
H,,,(T) is nondegenerate and denote the positive dejinite form on Hk,O(q) 
which has the same k-th order terms by I, as in (5.3). Let H(@, Lu) = 
I(@, 4 Then L: G,,(rl) -+ L&h) is a hyperbolic linear map with a 
Jinite dimensional negative subspace, and there exists a neighborhood of s 
in LP,,,(7) such that for s + u in this neighborhood, 
5.5’ dJs+uLu > 4 * l”,,a + I u Ek+ 
Everything but the inequality (5.5)’ follows from Lemma 5.3. 
Using Definition 2.1 we find that our main result follows. 
THEOREM (Main result of Section 5). Let the integral J be dejined on 
Lkp(T), p 2 2, pk > dim hf by 
16) = j-, I As I* + a 4, 
whme A is (overdetermined) elliptic of order and weight k and B is of 
order k - 1 and weight pk. If, in addition 
(a) s is a critical point also in Ck+E(q) for 01 > 0; 
(b) I As I # 0; 
(c) the Hessian at s extends to a nondegenerate bilinear form on 
Hk,Ob?); 
then s is a weakly nondegenerate critical point of J on L%,,(T) with finite 
index. 
It is clear that the theorem can be generalized to other polynomial 
and nonpolynomial integrands, but the above conditions give an idea 
of what must be looked for. Other results of the author’s [S], show 
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that condition (c) is generic with respect to lower order terms and 
sometimes boundary values. However, so far it has not been possible 
to prove a regularity theorem for critical points of integrals of this type 
except when p = 2, so the assumption (a) is the difficult one to verify 
and the gap in the entire theory. 
We have yet to prove inequality (5.5)’ from the hypothesis of the 
theorem. Up to a finite dimensional operator, our integral J behaves 
very much like the integral 
We notice that 
j(u) = I/P j, I As + Wu Ip 4. 
djuu - dJ,,u = j” (I As + 8Ap IP-~(As + 6A,u) - / As jp--2 As, SA,u) dp A4 
where E depends on the minimum of ) As /. Then 
4LP - dj,, + (u, 4 3 4 u Ilit; + II u II?,4 
for II u hkp \ < E. In order to make the estimates easier, we assume p 
is an even integer and let Lu = U. dJ,,,U = dJ,,U - d J,U and 
expand this as a Taylor series through order p and write in terms of u as 
d2J,(u, U) + l/2 d3J8(u, u, U) + 1.1 l/(p - l)! dpJ&, u,..., U) 
+ 41 24 II&4 II u II 
= I(u, u) + f, l/(; - l)! diJs(u,... u) 
i=3 
+ f l/(i - l)! diJ,(u, u ,..., u, U - u) 
is3 
+ 4 u II;;:> I d”J&,... u, U - 41 
< c II u I@ II lJ - 11 II&,” 
< c II u II2 II 24 lip 9 where l/n - 1 /z’ + l/j(i) > 0. 
We find also that 
1 di J(u,..., u) - dij(u,..., 41 G Gill u IliL II 24 llL:-, 
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since the two integrals agree in the terms of highest differentialibility. 
We find that 
For E small enough and 11 u ljLkl, < E, the inequality (5.5)’ follows from 
(5.6)‘, the Sobolev imbedding theorems and use of interpolation type 
of inequalities. 
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